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1 Introduction 

The configuration manual briefly explains the hardware and software requirements used for 

the implementation of the research project. The Configuration manual also consists of python 

code used in the development of the research project in detail: “IoT botnet detection using 

machine learning techniques.” 

 

2 System Configuration 

2.1 Hardware Requirement 

A system with the following hardware specification was used for the implementation of the 

project: 

1. Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-8265U CPU @ 1.60GHz, 1800 Mhz, 4 Core(s), 8 

Logical Processor(s) 

2. RAM: 8 GB 

3. Operating System: MS Windows 10, 64-bits 

4. GPU: Intel(R) UHD Graphics Family, 4GB 

5. Storage: 1TB HDD and 256 SSD 

2.2 Software Requirement 

The following software was used in the implementation of the research project 

1. Microsoft Excel: This spreadsheet tool was used in every step of this project from 

data collection, reading from different data sources, and visualizing the results. 

2. Anaconda Navigator-Jupyter Notebook: Anaconda distribution of python is included 

in Anaconda Navigator. You can build and edit documents with the Jupyter Notebook 

application that represents the input and output of a Python or R language script. For 

the faster execution of the program, we moved to Google Colab. 

3. Google Colaboratory: A free cloud-service platform offered by Google to run 

machine learning models in an environment similar to Jupyter notebook. The GPU, 

TPU hardware accelerator settings are provided. For high-level machine learning 

models, efficient GPU is required. Hence, Colab provides Tesla K80 of 12GB GPU 

which eliminates “out of Memory” warning.  
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Figure 1: Google Colaboratory Notebook Settings 

 

3 Project Development 

Google Colab and Python were used to for the entire implementation of the IoT botnet 

predictive models. The Implementation consists of Dataset preparation, Feature Engineering, 

and Predictive Analysis using various machine learning and deep learning techniques. 

3.1 Data Preparation 

Various libraries such as Pandas and NumPy were used for importing, reading, and 

manipulation of the data. 

For this research, the dataset was prepared by combining both UNSW_NB15_training-set.csv 

and UNSW_NB15_testing-set.csv with the help of the Concat function. The final dataset 

“finaldataset.csv”  with 257673 rows x 45 columns was transformed and principle 

component analysis (PCA) was performed to understand the variance-covariance structure of 

a set of variables through linear combinations. 

 

         

Figure 1: Merging of datasets.       Figure 2: Transformation and feature scaling of the dataset. 
 

 

Figure 3: Principle Component Analysis  
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3.2 Feature Engineering 

Since the final dataset had 45 features that make the predictive models slower. Feature 

selection was employed using the spearman’s correlation thereby achieving dimensionality 

reduction without losing out important features. 

      

    Figure 4: Generating the correlation matrix  Figure 5: Spearman Correlation Technique 

 

Tree-based feature selection also was implemented to compare the results with the 

Spearman’s correlation technique. The below code was implemented to achieve a tree-based 

feature selection. 

 

Figure 6: Tree-based feature selection 
 

4 Predictive Models 

Modeling for this research was carried out using the python scikit libraries. Random forest, 

AdaBoost, Decision tree, KNN, Keras, and TensorFlow libraries were also used in predictive 

modeling. For evaluation of the different predictive model libraries such as metrics, ROC, 

ROC-AUC scores were used, and also matplotlib library was used for evaluation purposes. 

4.1 Data Split 

Before implementing the model, we need to read the data with the selected attributes and later 

the dataset was split into 70% training data & 30% testing data using the following code. 

 

Figure 7: Code of data split used for Machine learning models 

 

 

Figure 8: Code of data split used for Deep Learning model 
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Figure 9: Code snippet for loading dataset 

4.2 Random Forest Predictive Model 

The code used for training the machine learning model using the random forest algorithm is 

shown in the below figure. The below code creates the random forest model which predicts 

the IoT botnet from the test dataset. The test accuracy of the model along with train accuracy 

is calculated using the code and also the time required to train the model and test the model is 

also calculated using the below code. The below code also shows the use of hyperparameters 

for predictive analysis. 

 

Figure 10: Random Forest Predictive model 

The errors such as mean absolute error (MAE), mean squared error (MSE), and root mean 

squared error (RMSE) is calculated for the random forest predictive model using the below 

code. 

 

Figure 11: Total errors in the Random Forest model 
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4.3 AdaBoost Predictive Model 

The AdaBoost predict model was developed using the following code where the n_estimators 

of 100 and n_depth of 5 were considered. This boosting algorithm performs training on 70 % 

of the dataset and predicts the IoT botnet using 30% of the dataset. 

 

Figure 12: AdaBoost Predictive model 

The errors such as mean absolute error (MAE), mean squared error (MSE), and root mean 

squared error (RMSE) is calculated for the AdaBoost predictive model using the below code. 

 

Figure 13:Errors associated with the AdaBoost predictive model 

4.4 KNN Predictive Model 

The KNN predict model with n_neighbors of 40 was implemented along with training time 

and testing time using the below code.  

 

Figure 14: KNN Predictive model 
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The below code was implemented to calculate the errors for the K values between 1 and 40  

      

Figure 15: Code for calculating the errors  Figure 16: Code for plotting the errors 

4.5 Dense Neural Network 

For this research, we have implemented 3 dense layers with 2 layers having ‘relu’ activation 

and 1 layer having ‘sigmoid’ activation. The following code was used for the deep learning 

predictive model. 

 

Figure 17: Dense Neural Predictive model 

4.6 Evaluation 

We have made use of a confusion matrix to evaluate the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-

score. We have also calculated the ROC-AUC score for each machine learning models. For 

the deep learning model, model accuracy and loss associated with the model were calculated. 

• Classification report and Confusion Matrix: 

 

Figure 18: code for classification report & confusion matrix 
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• ROC-AUC Scores:                                    

 

Figure 19: Code for the ROC-AUC scores 

• ROC curve plot: 

 

Figure 20: Plotting ROC curve for the classification models 

• Confusion Matrix plot: 

 

Figure 21: Confusion Matrix visualization 
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• Model Accuracy of the Deep Neural Network: 

 

Figure 22: Train vs Test accuracy plot 

• Model loss of the Deep Neural Network: 

 

Figure 23: Train vs Test loss plot 
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